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• ENTSOE has started the project on the aFRR implementation framework

• It is expected that a first **draft** can be presented to BSG in December 2017

• The ENTSOE project will be accompanied by a reference project as it is the case for mFRR (MARIE), RR (TERRE) and Imbalance Netting (IGCC)
Path to the Reference Project

Delivered + agreed: Design of all TSO approach

If none, start all TSO approach

Each TSO informs about its aFRR initiative

Delivered + agreed: Design of criteria catalogue

If one or more: Outcome of criteria catalogue + recommendation to MC

MC appoints reference project

If MC decides on no-go

Binding procedure

In close cooperation with WGAS

Starting point: Work out possible scenarios

April 17

Single, Several

Aug 17

Sep 17

Oct 17

Dec 17

Jun 18

Aug 17